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Home Decor by Pantone 
Color harmonies 2020

Some home ideas helps induce a gently calming effect and feelings of 
peaceful tranquility to the human spirit.

We have created some unique moodboards to inspire 
you how to use the pantone color of the year and 

interior design Trends 2020.

HEY 
YOU!
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Coltrane floor lamp is handmade in brass and aluminum, the minimal black 
floor lamp has a matte black finish on the three lamp shades with a gold powder 
paint on the inside, that provide a smooth lighting effect. This functional floor 
lamp is ideal for minimalist settings, as well as for, mid-century modern reading 
nooks.

Reading room design with 

Coltrane Floor Lamp

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/caffe-latte-moodboard-part-ii/6716342?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020


Bedroom inspiration with 

Turner Floor Lamp

Turner floor lamp was inspired by Tina Turner’s electrifying dance moves. 
Ideal for any hotel design project, this art deco floor lamp will fit perfectly in a 
modern lobby entrance or next to a mid-century lounge chair. This mid-century 
floor lamp has five large arcs made of brass and a semi-spherical top cover of 
aluminum lacquered in glossy white or any other RAL color of your choosing.

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/fall-in-love-with-our-new-beach-vibes-moodboard/6836967?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020
https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/bedroom-design-turner-floor/1755043?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020


Unique Living Room with 

Cannonbal Suspension

Cannonball light pendant is the perfect explosion of luxury. Inspired by the 
boldness of a cannonball, this pendant lamp came to reinvent what mid-century 
modern design is. With its unique shape, this exquisite lamp is handmade in 
brass and features a gold-plated finish, proof of some of the most high-quality 
craftsmanship in the
lighting design world.

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/cannonball-linving-room-delightfull/5408354?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020


Luxury Dining Room with 

Vaughan Suspension

Aesthetically pleasing, the mid-century lighting design is the perfect choice for a 
modern dining room as well as a statement figure in a hospitality project. With 
intricate yet discreet details, this mid-century ceiling light will add a Hollywood 
glamour with its golden tones and contemporary aura. Vaughan mid-century 
design is the soothing and unexpected design piece into any project you see fit.

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/fall-in-love-with-our-new-pantone-beige-moodboard/6836973?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020
https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/luxury-dining-room-vaughan-suspension-lamp/6674978?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020


Modern living room with 

Carter Suspension

Carter suspension lamp is the singular piece that your modern home decor 
was missing. Designed with the great discoveries of space in mind, Carter modern 
suspension lamp has all the unique fixture elements to be a memorable modern 
lighting design. Its unique shape is recognizable anywhere and its attention to 
detail is a one of a kind making this the perfect bespoke design.

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/living-room-carter-suspension/6840526?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020


Home Office perfect 

lighting with Nancy 

Table

Nancy table lamp is an art déco lighting fixture that will provide the right 
amount of life to your house décor and life.

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/fall-in-love-with-our-new-nancy-family-moodboard/6836982?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020
https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/work-at-home-with-nancy-table-lamp/6819991?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020


Graphic Lamp Collection 

C for a kids room or 

outdoor

Charming, casual, and charismatic. The marquee letter C is the prime  of 
sleekness in any interior orexterior (or both) design project.

 

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/moodboard-beach-vibes/6841208?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020
https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/office-lighting-black-and-white-graphic-lamp-collection-c/6850070?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020


Kitchen Design with 

Galliano Pendant

Galliano suspension fixture has a sculptural shape and it’s versatile and yet 
contemporary. An extremely balanced design which gets even more beautiful 
when you see light being casted thought its pipes.

https://www.pressloft.com/app/product/press-image/vintage-kitchen-design-galliano-pendant-lamp/1151558?utm_source=cdinis&utm_medium=press%20release&utm_campaign=Home%20Decor%20by%20Pantone%20Color%20harmonies%202020
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